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ABSTRACT 

198 . Emergence of Atlantic sa 
Can. Tech. Rep. Fish. Aquat . 

from grav<Cls 

.~ 

At 1c salmon eggs were incubated in various and sand mixtur~s with various 
irecl of water current. Fine sand (0.06-0.5 mm) was more effective than coarse sand 

rcduci~g numbers of em~rgent fry. The number of fry em~rging was related to the formula Sf/8 + S~/16 wher~ 
S prvyurtior~ of fine sand and Sc pruportion of coarse sand in the gravel mixture. Ern.ecgence was not 

ted reduction vi water supply the eggs. Strong upw2lling water currents mitigated the effects of 
sand [0 some degree. Upwel ing water currents also induced earlier fry emergence. There was a tendency for 
smaller fry to emerge later. 

Key words; Atlantic salmon, gravel composition, fry emergence, coarse sand, fine sand 
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from gravels of varying 
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On a incuher des oeufs de saumon de l'Atlar..tique dans divers melanges de sable et de gravier tout en 
faisanL varier le debit eau et en maintenant une circulation d'eau dans les deux sens@ La reduction 

alevins sortant melange fut plus marquee avec le sable fin (0,06 a 0,5 mm) 'avec le gros sable 
Le nombre de sorties a ete associe a formule 6 ou Sf = la proportion de sable 

proportion de gros sable dans le melange gravier. du debit eau a pas 
eu d' sur la sortie des alevins. De puissants courants de remontee ont jusqu'a w1 certain point attenue 
les effer:s du sable et provoque une sortie plus rapide des alevins. Les alevins plus petits avaient tendance 
a sortir du gravier plus tard. 



Atlantic salmon salar L .. ) deposit their 
eggs in excavations in stream gravels~ The eggs are 
then covered to a depth about 30 em. 

, evidence 
salmon species~ that fry obtained 

incubation have superior stream survival 
obtained from more traditional 

Baills and Crabtree 1976; and 
the 7 several investi-

gations, the present one included, have been 
the deleterious effects fine 

sediments on the survival of salmon eggs 
during residence medium and 
Coble !976 Hall and Lantz ; Wickett 1958; Shaw 
and Maga 1943; Hobbs 1937; Shapovalov 1937 • 

and minimal required Hater has been 
inve~tigated for steelhead trout and chinook salmon 

previously. 

In this laboratory 
fine 

as 
eggs buried, of 

emergence, and size of emerged fry. Differences in 

-!-
size £rae 

parameters were investigated. We 
examined~ a lesser degree, emergence under 
fering percolation rates through the gravel 
mixtures .. 

MATERIALS 

APP AR.-\TlJS 

T--wo types of apparatus were used to incubate 
eggs in the gravel mixtures~ That used most 
column of pipe of 14. 
The column floor a plastic disc screen 
perforated 3-mm diameter holes 
The perimeter floor 
outside of pipe to prevent water 
out of the system between the inside column 
and the gravel it contained .. Gravel filled the 
apparatus to a with the eggs buried 

depth the gravel 
2 as determined 

side of the 

Supply flowed into top of column 
in excess of the percolation rate through the 
column, thus maintaining a constant head. 

bottom of the elbow was kept stoppered except 
immediately after the addition of gravel to the 
column, when was unstoppered briefly to 
exit of the small amount fine sediments 
passed through perforated floor. 

fig. Diagram column eggs 
gravel mixtures. Water 
bottom where flow r:1te wab 

top of 
controlled by a t1os0 (·lam1J• 



con
'r.'las 

in~o a 150 x 10 x 60 em high reservoir to form the 

were 

then flowed. through perfora-
of the wall 

of 25 

of sand could 
upward water current. 

All eggs 
fertilized"" water hardened~ ther:. 

12 h after 

of 
perforations 

against possible downward movement 
of alevins (Dill and Nortl1cote 1970)~ A layer of 

mixture was added to a depth 
per column or chamber) were 

gravel 
gravel All 

eggs 

incu
determine the 

, 40% of 

from 

cor tee tions \.Jere applied. 

1974-75 14 0 

-2-

,, 
,./! 

1975-76 26 0 2.49 
12 0 
12 
14 l" 

emergence was considered i~~inent~ Thereafterj they 
vere t:wice Fry 
)Vere measured 
(fork 

gravel mixtures used in the experiments 
consi.sted of a basi.c ratio of coarse gravel 

22.0-62. 1:0 medium-fine gravel 

in this repo~t are final 
sieviag columns~ 

tage 

l ~ 21-2" 
• 04-4' 27 

, perhaps 
effect of the greater upwel

the latter apparatus9 Two 

we define 
or chamber 
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chambers .. 

(6,4-25.3) 

Coarse sand 
2r:.d 

(l 

(9.6-30.2) 

3rd 
l/4 

18.7-31. 

9 .. 0 
(7 .4-21, 

77 

bottom 
l/4 

4:3. 
(30.0-58, 

39.1 
(3!.2-66, 7) 

coarse and 
of total gravel weight 

the years indicated. 

sand 
used in the 

into a known volwue 
the volume 

of the gravel mi.xture.. Subtracting this volume from 
the column volume yielded an. estimate of the pore 
space ("estimated" water volume of Fig. 3). The 
values methods were similar in 

scatter about the 
partly due to 

the 
was 

in the columns due to 
increase in l~Jater temperature as it percolated 

gravel. Air accumulation would tend to 
water The five points 

below line may 
most As will be seen, the 

in those five columns. Reduc-
tion in associated with air entrapment 

as these columns all had high 
sand contents.. The porosity declined as the 

sand increased in the gravel 
little 

Fine sand 
2nd 

(0-28.0) 

of 

bottom 
1 

(21. 2-50. 

19.8 
(0-66. 7) (0-66. 7) 

8 
(0-23.0) 

35. 
(28.0-56.8) 

·. 

•' 

Fig~ 3e Escimates of water volumes contained within 
colum7!s of various gravels. The "drained" water 

draining the column 

mix-
volume 

volume. figure was 
total column volume. For further 

discussion see text. Closed circles, 1975-76 
experiments; open circles, 1977-78 experiments. 
Asterisks columns which air 
may have occurred. 

Fig. 4. 
tained in 

pore space) con
a 
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4 

whe:.::-e column 3 

the tion .. 

2.4 
1lldex 

gravel columns 

rates 

rates varied 
~0-15~2 mL/min wich standard deviations of 

3~6-Si.,3~ (10, Table 3)> the :-ate 



Table 3. Percolati.on ra tc' s through gravel columns 1979·80 (mL/m:in). S2nd in par r lbut Ions of 
appeared nearly normal. 

Column 
no. 

Mean 
rate 

S.D. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 !0 11 12 l3 
(O.:i/4.5) (1>,8/3.9) (0.6/5.0) (4.5/0.1) (8,7/L>,4) (0. 5/0) (5. '•I 'i. I ) (ll. 3/0) (5.3/9.11) (9.6/9. (l'i.9/0.4) (18, 1/0.6) (6.0/9.1) 

j 3. 9 14.7 14.7 15 ,I, 1'•. 8 14.4 14.6 15.2 14.7 12.0 14.8 14.9 lif. 7 

7.3 4.8 4.9 9.3 8.0 3.6 t,. Lr i,, 6 6.1, t,, 1 3.4 9.1 6.8 

Table 4, Percolation rates (mL/min) through the chambers. Sand content (coarse/fine) in parenthr";cs. Distributions of 
rates were nearly symmetrical in distribution. 

Chamber no. 

Hean rate 

S.D. 

1 
(0.6/12.8) 

4.17 

70 

2 
(0.2/0.05) 

195 

108 

3 l1 

(9.2/5.1) (8.5/7.3) 

444 146 

99 88 

5 
(lQ,L,/9.2) 

lQI, 

33 

6 7 
(23.8/2.0) (22.8/5.5) 

171 620 

188 211 

8 
(8.1/1.1) 

296 

125 

9 
(20.8/2.3) 

125 

50 

10 
(0.3/0.05) 

320 

tPS 

~~ 

(9.2/9.1) 

14. 

I<. 6 

I 
V• 
f 



greater 

saturation) in 

Temp" Affluent 
C"c) supply 2 3 4 

7 
5. 97 
4. lG2 
~,s 104 
4. 98 110 107 113 
7.5 82 96 93 98 

2-

intragravel water 
porosity. - chambers; 8-

()-columns, other years. Hatched 
velocities recommended by Barns and 

column~ 

rates in the chambers, 
concentrations in the effluent 

measured. 

to 

temperatures of the supply flowing into 
and out of each column and chamber were monitored 
daily with a battery-operated thermistor box and 

~~e water warmed an average of 0.3°0 (range 
the chambers, as it 

temperature 
the by the spil-

down the outside walls (ca. 
Affluent and effluent tempera-

t~1res t-1ere averaged to estimate the mean incubation 
Yne incubation temperatures followed 

awbient freshwater for most of 

-6-
effluent 

5 6 

Q7 
~ i 

01 
ll 

99 07 
92 93 

Column no~ 
8 

109 
88 

Fig. 7. 

emergence"' 
year. 

same year. 

9 10 ll 12 13 14 

97 99 
100 101 102 

lOS 98 103 100 102 102 
86 89 92 92 

RESULTS DISCUSSION 



E 

3 

Avg. Temp. ' 200-
-42 

I 

patter~s ividual containers, however, 
revealed no consistent deviations from symmetry 

constant varies 
temperature regime (Peterson et 

al. 1977 

The number of degree-days to median emergence 
in the lower (785) than 

to the gravel surface. 

Haus Coble 
delayed up 

emer-

the 
sand 

later) greater 
emergence, the 

median emergence cimes averaged only I than 
the average of the median emergence time for all 
columns of same year'S 

-7-

:- -
2 a 

E 
~ 

:'. 
~ -
~ 

5' 0 

<! 
~ 
u 

coarse sand.. chamber 
fry emerged very high upwelling water 

ca .. 600 mL/min) so that the sand 

the case 
is unknown~ Peterson (1978) obtained 

salmon 

due 

not related to differences in gravel incubation 
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Table 6. Numbers of "prematurely" emerging fry, their size~ and associated sand indices .. 

Coarse sand Fine sand 
Container % ~ 

22. 5.5 
35.3 3.3 
34.5 2.4 

Sand index 

2 
2. 62 
2.46 

Yler,n c1levin 
and range 

21.0 

lio. 
emerged 

7 
2 

Table 7 ~ lengths mm) eii1ergent fry as related to sand index a.td emergence 
sequence~ The quartile refers to the relative ti.:nes of emergence with fry in the fi.rst 
quartile being the first 25X of the fry emerge. ~ - number of columns:nurnber of fry 
m~<1sured.. The test of signi ficBnce was a oru._•-way lj· • .l.~OVA, Time to emergence is fron 
fert·~ 1 izatton.. Emergence period is time from beginning to end of emergence averaged 
all columns of each group. The analysis was applied only to groups where or more fry 
emerged. One asterisk indicates p < 05, two indicate < 

Year 1974-75 l975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1979-80 

Sand index :S.l.O >l. 0 Sl.O >1. :S.l.O >l.O :S.l.O >1.0 Sl.O >1.0 

:267 5: 177 13: 4 71 3:88 3:70 : 13 3:136 3:97 6:264 4: 151 

st ~ ll 29.39 • 02 25.87 . ()} • 34 
2l1ti quartile 29. 17 29.27 25.96 2 5 .. 71 .02 29.112 29.24 
] rd quartile 29.21 28.94 2'i.95 25.73 27.03 27.89 28.00 29.28 28.95 
4th quartile 29.21 28.76 25.91 25. 10 26. ')} 26.67 27.89 27.70 28.82 29.15 

d. f. 
Treatment 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Error 262 172 466 92 147 

F value 0. 186 4.817** 0. 778 7.158** 0.831 160 0.954 2.320 8.696** • 232 

Median time 
to emergence 155 154 142 132 142 142 148 151 152 147 

:1ean 
13 25 23 lL 7 



in this category, the minimum number being 

e:nergen:: 
obtained 

No 

were ohtained from 2 
this category* 

emerg2nce because che threshold ~'ig. 9 when 

fry 

as: 

-9-

Fig. 9. ~umbers of fry from various 

than l. 5 

index of about However, for the columns with 
reduced percolation rate (c. a .. 
bers of emergent fry were 

columns a higher flow rate. 

for all years is -0.79~ Correlation 

Fig" emergent 
eggs are as a function 
incubation substrate (see text for definition) 
Closed circles dotted line, columns 1974-75 to 
1977-78 inclusive; asterisks and solid line, 
chambers; triangles, columns 1979-80. Enc 

are 
not level. 



correlations 

-------------------

h'3 1rltig 

:~ira.wic: 

M2gaguadavic 

of 
columns 

l2 

25 
13 
12 

76 

-0.88 
-G. S3 
-0 .. 2.0 
-0.77 

.72 

G~ 

0 ~ 55 
0~ 

R (srtnd flow vs ~ emergence) -(L 80 .. 

t emergence from eggs of 
responds similarly to changes in sand content and/or 
percolation ra.te" The multiple correlation 

percolation 

is 

gravelQ 
it more loosely packed, thus 

preve.nt.:Ln.g smothering of eggs or alevins, and 
perhaps permitting easier movement alevins and 
fry the 

corrmosi tion 
and emergence approaches 0 at 60-70% sand., The 
variability in results can prol::ably be explained, in 

the particle 

his 

which might be expected to !--.ave an 
effect percent sand was relatively high. 

( used a f:rac ti.on of 2 
closely to 

some 

<;lEd chambe:~s w-ere searched for 
remains (Table 9)~ Tocals of egg 

most 

col 
and fry 

not 

so 

ho(_-:td decom
che iden Li fiable 

sand content 

yolk resorption~ although 
adv3.nced alevins decompose rapidly and the nwrrbers 

are undoubtedly also underestimated. The 
probably 

Content0 of 
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SI 
Dea~ eggs + 

yolk-sa.c Dead f:ry 
Entrapped 

fry 

Columns 

o-~c .. 1 

>~) )-.L ~ ;J 

~ ()- ~'" 

'5-2. 
>2. 

Cha:.nbers 

0-C ~ l 
>G., l-0 ~ 5 

• 5-2. 

to rJ•.Yrtality .. 
40-7 

78 (S i("J. l) l (0. 
(" \0 ~ 3) 0 0 

-~ 5 lO( 9) 7(0. 

0 

G 0 
0 

tion, freezing, ice scouring, and 
during freshets would contribute 

v. LaCroix (pers~ conm~) estimates 
two spar,.;ning 2reas of 

sal~on due to ice scouring 

indicate 
of sufficient for 

survival) if the sand 
content in gravel exceeds certain levels$ The 

1) 

mechanism reducing survival and subsequent emergence 
is unkno~,;.TTI" Several conjectures may help account 

sediments settling eggs and 
around egg 

levels. eggs or 
clumps encased with 

Similar effects 
dermal gas exchange 

~s vrobo.oly important in alevins ~ In more advanced 
fry, excessive sand may infiltrate the and 
branchial cavities and interfere with respiratory 

Sand may also block pathways for emerging fry 
the gravel. 

GE~ERAL IOK 

Emergent 

(41 .8) 

90 (4 5) 

'" u 

~ ooL 
;; I 
E 

0 

N 

13 
6 

ll 
22 

5 

Percent 

Fraction recovered 

0.96 
0.92 
0.99 

76 
0.74 

0.92 

0.92 
.90 

i ~ emergences from 

80 

mixtures function of percentage of sand the 
substrate are reported from several studies~ Line 
1: Bjorn (1969) steelhead, swim-up fry placed in 

, fines 35 mm. Line 2: Phillips 
, steelhead, swim-up fry, fines l-3 

size. : As with 

<2 mm. 
eggs, particles 
area for strong upwelling currents 1 trailing 
for slower downward percolation. 6B: As for 
for particle size 5-2.2 

studies. Several factors 
and also 

edge 
but 
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Appendix l (cont'd) 

% % 
Mean flow rate coarse fine 

Year Stock Sand index (cc/min) Emergence sand sand 

979-80 Magaguadavic 0.02 15 0 .. 0 
0.03 14 47 0.5 0 
0.29 5 45 4.5 0.1 
0.66 15 47 0.6 5.0 

.79 15 35 4.8 3.9 
o. 98 15 43 5.4 5. 
1.04 5 45 15.9 0.4 
1.09 14 33 9.2 4. 1 

.09 5 39 8.7 .4 
• 21 15 7 18.1 0. 

J. 53 15 33 5.3 9.6 
• 76 12 0 9.6 9.3 




